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Today’s Agenda

1. Introduction of GenomeX Team

2. Overview of GenomeX and Current State

3. Current Community and efforts to Expand

4. A Deeper Look and Conceptual Timeline for the two proposed initial Use Cases 

5. Next Steps for GenomeX and You

6. Q & A/Discussion



Overview: GenomeX & CodeX

▪ For many years, the HL7 Clinical Genomics Workgroup has been developing a FHIR Genomics 

Implementation Guide (IG), including an information model, definition of diverse genomic resources 

and guidance for the use and implementation of these FHIR resources for a variety of clinical 

genomic use cases. 

▪ Now, it is time to accelerate the adoption of FHIR Genomics as a common, computable, data 

standard. Such adoption is essential to enabling the incorporation of Genomics into clinical care and 

the tremendous benefits which this provides.

▪ A common thread in all GenomeX use cases is the collection and use of data in a standardized, 

machine-readable format, allowing this data to be used for many uses. 

▪ Genomics is a foundational domain within healthcare. The CodeX FHIR Accelerator has graciously 

agreed to house GenomeX as a foundational domain within the accelerator

▪ As a foundational domain, GenomeX will not be limited to Oncology use cases. Instead, it will 

support cancer use cases, and appropriate use cases from all clinical-care domains  

http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/STU2/


Drive adoption of FHIR 
Genomics through Accelerator 
participation and 
implementation, and the publicity 
these generate, to create greater 
awareness of the HL7/FHIR 
Genomics standard.

Ensure that the FHIR 
Genomics Resources and 
Implementation Guide, 
meet the needs of 
stakeholders through real-
world pilots across a variety 
of use cases.

Create a multi-
stakeholder community, 
working together as 
subject matter experts, to 
enable high-quality, 
computable data for the 
genomics ecosystem.

Gain expert feedback 
from stakeholders on 
FHIR Genomics 
Resources: potential 
areas for improvement 
and development.

GenomeX Goals



Proposed Use Case #1: FHIR Genomics Data Exchange

.

Expected Benefits
• Standardizing the transmission of genomic data using Clinical Genomics FHIR Resources will 

increase the interoperability of genomic data including use in EHRs, freeing its use for clinical care 

and research. It will also allow stakeholders to analyze real-world data from large cohorts of patients. 

Focus of initial Use Case
• Members who are part of the Use Case, will determine the initial types of genomic testing data to 

focus on

• Start simple – add complexity as the Use Case progress

• Eventually include the entire process – ordering through results returned to organization

• Use Case Members will develop scenario-based profiles / import specifications leveraging the FHIR 

Genomics IG to develop communication of structured genomic data from a laboratory to a receiving 

organizations EHR or genomic data repository.

• Use Case members will include both creators and recipients of FHIR Genomics data in order to 

ensure that specifications are straightforward to construct, and that the data can be correctly parsed 

and processed on the receiving end.



Conceptual Timeline and Proposed Process - Use Case 1

Q3 2022 

▪ Continue to Grow Community

▪ Develop Community: Creation of Use Case Leadership Team 

▪ Discussions to gain initial alignment within Leadership Team

▪ Discussions to scope Phase 1 of Use Case 

Q4 2022 – continuing into 2023

▪ Planning: 

▪ Develop project plans

▪ Infrastructure & development environments

▪ Determine roles and focus of each participating organization

▪ Begin development if time permits



Proposed Use Case #2: Access to Complex Genomic 
Information through FHIR Genomics Operations

.

The Challenge
▪ Organization’s genomic data, is often stored in a repository, either in or alongside an EHR, often including 

phenotype annotations.

▪ This data may be stored in FHIR format, or multiple alternative formats such HL7, VCF’s etc. – in other words 

– it can be a mess!

▪ While FHIR Genomics operations are not magic – they can essentially 'wrap' the repository, hiding its 

complexity, and presenting a uniform interface to developers, regardless of internal repository data structures

FHIR Genomics operations:
▪ Essentially 'wrap' the repository, hiding its complexity, and presenting a uniform interface to developers, 

regardless of internal repository data structures.

▪ Are standard FHIR queries on steroids.  Most importantly, they can normalize the contents of a Genomic Data 

Repository to minimize inconsistency in variant representation, even if that repository contains diverse types 

of genomic data 

▪ Supplement standard FHIR queries, in a number of ways. For example, they can “encapsulate” normalization, 

“interpret” or calculate data in the message, or query and join multiple data sets



What if Doing Analysis from Multiple Repositories or 
Building a Genomics App was Easy?

.

What variants are present?

What are the implications?

Are there similar patients?

Genomic 

Data

Genomic 

Data

Genomic 

Data



FHIR Genomics Operations - Current State

.

Recent Updates
▪ A successful Connectathon focusing on Genomic Operations was held in early May

▪ An open-source reference implementation has been developed. Tools and best practices for 

normalizing databases for genomic operations have been developed and will be freely shared

▪ The ONC’s Sync for Genes Phase 5: "Standardizing Genomic Variant Sharing and Interpretation for 

Clinical Knowledge" will include a demonstration project based on FHIR Genomics Operations

A set of simple apps has been developed - illustrating the use of operations:
▪ Simple App: Enter patient and genomic range. Raw output is shown in left column, and 

tabular output is shown in right column.

▪ Get Variants: Enter patient and gene, and get back all overlapping simple variants, 

structural variants, and genotypes.

▪ Genetic Screening: Select a condition from dropdown. The population is screened for this 

condition, and each associated variant in each patient is returned.

▪ PGx Screening: Select patient from dropdown. List of potential drug-gene interactions are 

shown in right column. The patient's med list is shown in left column, where those meds 

with PGx interactions are flagged.

https://share.streamlit.io/fhir/genomics-operations/main/genomics-apps/simpleApp.py
https://share.streamlit.io/fhir/genomics-operations/main/genomics-apps/getVariants.py
https://share.streamlit.io/fhir/genomics-operations/main/genomics-apps/geneticScreening.py
https://share.streamlit.io/rhdolin/genomics-apps/main/PGxScreening.py


.

Reference Implementation - GUI



Conceptual Timeline and Proposed Process - Use Case 2

.

Q3 2022 

Overview/Understanding: Dig into the current suite of Genomic operations so everyone is on the 

same page moving forward

▪ Genomic Operations implementation

▪ Sharing existing tools & knowledge to normalize databases for Genomic Operations

▪ Develop some “easy” operations for use in clinical or research settings

Q4 2022 – continuing into 2023

Planning: Plan for the next round of test cases:

▪ Infrastructure & Development Environments

▪ Determine which organizations wish to work on which new operations

Identify & Build : Identify initial set of new Genomic Operations and backlog of others

▪ Begin building new Genomic Operations



GenomeX Team:

• Collect your important input via survey 

being sent to you today

• Schedule individual Use Case 

Meetings

• Invitations sent based on survey 

responses

You:

• Respond to the survey

• Spread the word about GenomeX

• Get involved

• Visit the GenomeX site on HL7 Confluence:Genomics - CodeX - Confluence (hl7.org)

• Contact Arthur Hermann (Arthur.Hermann@kp.org) and Mallory Carellas 

(mcarellas@mitre.org) with any questions or to discuss further

Next Steps

https://confluence.hl7.org/display/COD/Genomics
mailto:Arthur.Hermann@kp.org
mailto:mcarellas@mitre.org


Discussion – Q&A



Appendix

.



Use Case

.

A use case is a list of actions or event steps typically defining the interactions 

between stakeholders and a system to achieve a goal.

Implementation Pilot (Project)

An implementation to test a system in a realistic setting and thereby learn about 

the fit between the system and its intended use (defined by the use case(s)) to 

identify changes necessary prior to full-scale deployment

• For GenomeX – a use case provides context and scope to the use of the Clinical Genomics IG

• A use case defines specific stakeholders that should provide requirements and input into the 

use case and Genomics Implementation guide, to ensure suitability and encourage eventual 

adoption

• The stakeholders defined by the use case have a specific set of roles and bring capabilities, 

environments, expertise, access, and technologies are required to successfully execute the pilot.

• Involvement from a “critical mass” of stakeholders is needed to launch an implementation pilot



Genomic Operations Resources

.

• Reference Implementation

• GitHub repository

• Postman collection

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/FHIR/genomics-operations
https://github.com/FHIR/genomics-operations/blob/main/FHIRGenomicsOperations.postman_collection.json


To get involved in shaping and 

to participate in GenomeX Use 

Cases - Contact:

arthur.hermann@kp.org

(Arthur Hermann)

mcarellas@mitre.org

(Mallory Carellas)

GenomeX Members will 
reflect the diverse 
perspectives required to 
drive community-led, 
impactful use of FHIR 
Genomics standards

We are actively seeking 
leading organizations 
across all stakeholder 
groups who wish to lead 
in the use of FHIR 
Genomics



FHIR Genomics Data Exchange

.

The Problem
• Genomic tests are usually sent from laboratories to health care organizations in the form of a 

PDF, isolating the data within the EHR and inhibiting its use for clinical care and research. This 

use case will support the collection of data in a standardized, machine-readable format, allowing 

this data to be used in many important ways

Why this Use Case?
• The HL7 Clinical Genomics Workgroup has been developing a FHIR Genomics Implementation 

Guide (IG), including an information model, definition of diverse genomic resources and guidance 

for the use and implementation of these FHIR resources for a variety of clinical genomic use 

cases. This in-depth work has taken place over many years.

• It is time to accelerate the adoption of FHIR Genomics as a common, computable, data standard. 

Such adoption is essential to enabling the incorporation of Genomics into clinical care and the 

tremendous benefits which this provides. To do so, we must ensure that the FHIR Genomics 

Resources and Implementation Guide, meet the needs of stakeholders and that we gain expert 

feedback on potential areas for improvement and development of these resources.



Access to Complex Genomic Information through FHIR 
Genomics Operations

.

The Challenge
• We have entered the age of molecular science. The genomic data associated with this era is 

complex and as we move toward including additional “omics”, the complexity and size of the data 

will dramatically increase. 

• Even as genomic data is increasingly stored in EHRs, this will not be a complete solution. Next 

generation sequencing (NGS) can identify thousands to millions of variants, whose clinical 

significance can change over time as our knowledge evolves. 

• Without comprehensive and continuously updated clinical knowledge tied to these findings, 

providers will be overwhelmed trying to understand genomic and newer “omics” data in 

relationship to their patients. Today's EHRs are not designed to manage such a large volume of 

results and continuously changing implications

Why FHIR Genomics Operations?
• FHIR Genomics operations are based on the premise that an organization’s genomic data, is 

stored in a repository, either in or alongside an EHR, possibly along with phenotype annotations. 

This data may be stored in FHIR format and/or alternate formats (e.g. VCF format). FHIR Genomics 

operations essentially 'wrap' the repository, hiding its complexity, and presenting a uniform 

interface to developers, regardless of internal repository data structures.



Access to Complex Genomic Information through FHIR 
Genomics Operations

.

How are Operations Different from Queries?
• FHIR operations are standard FHIR queries on steroids. They supplement standard FHIR queries, in a number 

of ways. For instance, FHIR operations can be used to “interpret” information in the message, querying and 

joining multiple data sets, or normalizing data to minimize inconsistency in variant representation. This is 

particularly relevant in genomics, where a tremendous amount of raw data exists in non-FHIR formats, and 

where inconsistency in variant representation is a known barrier to matching a patient’s genetic profile against 

knowledge bases – for clinical trials matching, for precision medication selection, etc.

FHIR Genomics Operations Support a Multitude of Clinical Scenarios
FHIR Genomics Operations and associated APIs, ease the development and population of data for many types of 

applications including SMART-ON-FHIR clinical genomics Apps, Clinical Decision Support, and EHR 

screens/visualizations. The operation/API can “pull” data with specific genotype or phenotype information for a 

patient or population. Genomics Applications can be developed to fulfill diverse needs. A few examples include:

• Matching a cancer patient to available clinical trials based on identified somatic variants

• Providing clinical decision support based on the most current knowledge of a patient's risk as knowledge of 

their variants evolves

• Screening for actionable hereditary conditions

• Identifying a risk for adverse medication reactions based on pharmacogenomic variants


